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No Lifeguard on Duty 2009-10-13 no lifeguard on duty is the ultimate memoir of sex drugs rock roll and redemption from modeling icon janice dickinson from her supermodel glory days with gia carangi and christie brinkley to nights with warren beatty jack nicholson and sylvester stallone from a dizzying drug and alcohol habit to three failed marriages from cavorting around the globe to struggling to make it in los angeles as a working mom on america s next top model and the janice dickinson modeling agency janice tells all Everything About Me Is Fake . . . And I’m Perfect 2009-10-13 the supermodel and author of the los angeles times bestseller no lifeguard on duty tackles the perils of looking perfect and offers commonsense advice about how to feel good about yourself no matter what everything about me is fake is a fast funny name dropping sexy read about how even the world s first supermodel doesn t feel close to perfect and never did despite appearances to the contrary this book explores how women spend their lives striving for the unattainable trying to look like they walked off the pages of a magazine with jennifer aniston stick straight hair bouncing in the breeze and cover girl smiles hiding the pain she discusses why we need to feel perfect and how our pasts our unattainable ideas of beauty thanks to hollywood and male expectations all collude to make women feel like they should be perfect filled with anecdotes from her personal life that will shock and entertain as well as concrete beauty tips that she learned while modeling that will help anyone feel better in a matter of minutes here is a book that no woman should miss Check, Please! 2009-10-13 supermodel janice dickinson s over the top quest for mr right is a hilarious rollercoaster of famous names outrageous stories and vicarious thrills the inimitable outrageous janice dickinson america s first supermodel and the bestselling author of no lifeguard on duty and everything about me is fake and i m perfect now serves up her most scintillating kiss and tell all yet in check please loaded with uncensored dish on her dating sagas and her stranger than fiction bedroom adventures check please shows dickinson as a real life samantha jones and three decades at the top of the fast track glamorous world of modeling have given her a wealth of juicy stories dickinson dissects nearly 100 dates over a 25 year span each one more jaw droppingly outrageous than anything jackie collins could dream up there s the big pharma billionaire for example who blurts out his fantasy of having swarovski crystals shoved in every orifice before they ve finished the first course of their first date a declaration that forces dickinson to quickly abandon the fantasy of free botox forever that he d inspired in her dickinson s dates also reflect the changing times and the evolution of what she s looking for in a man from the unfettered hedonism of the 80s a decade spent in white hot one night stands and steamy affairs to her heightened desire to find mr right during the 90s to her current state of play check please is a fun over the top vicarious thrill ride with a core that s highly relatable Everything about Me Is Fake... 2001-01-01 the supermodel and author of the los angeles times bestseller no lifeguard on duty tackles the perils of looking perfect and offers commonsense advice on how to feel good about yourself no matter what Straight Walk 2015-02-10 as a child patricia velasquez watched her mother struggle to make ends meet and put food on the table for their large family in her unprivileged community in venezuela food and water were scarce it pained her to see her mother work so hard often denying herself food or clothing for the sake of her six children and patricia was determined to escape this impoverished life straight walk is the story of how this courageous young girl found a way to earn money for her family and ultimately became a supermodel and hollywood actress when patricia was in her late teens a friend groomed her to enter the miss venezuela pageant which opened the door to the modeling world from there her story weaves its way onto the runways of milan paris london and new york working for designers like isaac mizrahi karl lagerfeld and carolina herrera by some people s estimation she was the first latina supermodel living life in the glamazon era patricia landed on the cover of most every major fashion magazine in the world and posed for the sports illustrated s swimsuit edition and victoria s secret for many years patricia used her professional success to compensate for a secret she hid from her family she convinced herself that her family s happiness was more important than her own and she spent years feeling achingly alone worse she didn t know the price she d pay for keeping a secret and living a lie preventing not only herself from walking her journey but those she loved most now she shares her story to empower others to live authentic lives and find their truth Birth Control: Neurotic Tales of a First-Time Father 2015-11-25 james finds himself woefully unprepared when his firstborn daughter abby arrives into the world on the drive from the hospital with his wife and baby he plods along at twenty five miles an hour while scanning the horizon for road debris drunken drivers and collapsing overpasses despite bills diapers and a baby that never seems to be happy he maintains his sense of humor even while reflecting on his own damaged childhood which left him with a single kidney and questions about what it means to love and be loved when he s not tackling big issues he s neurotically brooding over his lackluster parenting skills nonexistent sex life and the disturbing image of his wife fishing out baby poop from
under her fingernails appealing to a new generation of caring fathers and the women they love birth control delivers honest often embarrassing but always heartfelt insights into what it’s like to surrender to the overpowering love that comes with a first child

This Year’s Model 2009-10-13 supermodel carol alt takes us on a wild ride through the glamorous cutthroat world of fashion and fame in a biting witty and absolutely authentic novel that rocks the world of high end modeling tall beautiful practical melody ann croft of morristown new jersey is busting her behind as a waitress and wishing there was an easier way to earn money for college when a customer claiming to be a fashion photographer insists she could become a model melody is skeptical and totally shocked when dropping his name actually opens agency doors signed up before her head has even stopped spinning she s got a new name mac and is off to her first shoot could this be that easier way at last but in modeling nothing s easy mac faces demanding diva photographers with their body torturing day long sessions and jealous rivals whose flawless beauty hides sharp claws there are rumors and lies lecherous model collecting playboys rock stars and drugs and the most perilous pitfall of them all straight male models temptation is everywhere and even a level headed jersey girl may have trouble keeping her footing on the long hard climb up

Fabulous Fashions of the 1940s 2013-08 in the 1940s world war ii affected just about every aspect of life including the fashion while the men were off fighting women had to take over their factory jobs liberty cuts and victory rolls kept hair from being caught in machines most resources went to the war effort so both women and men wore basic and practical clothing but the end of the war in 1945 brought color and fun back into everyday life read about the fashions fads pop culture icons and world events of the 1940s

Model, Incorporated 2009-08-11 supermodel carol alt brings the inside world of high end fashion modeling into dazzling focus with a fabulous novel about what it takes to get to the top and stay there plucked from obscurity beautiful melody ann croft is making her way up the industry ladder but melody ann is gone in her place is mac and with her looks brains and drive she may well be on the brink of becoming america s top model suddenly mac s seeing her name in the tabloids being wooed by billionaire businessmen and sharing intimate late night dinners with movie stars and she s discovering that the supermodel life isn’t all fluff and glamour it s long hours hard work and even harder choices like choosing to starve or to never work again but does mac have what it takes to be super because deep down behind the perfect body and million dollar smile she s still the same hometown melody ann she s always been

1966: From Good Vibrations to World Cup Victory 2016-07-07 1966 was an iconic year in an incredible decade the beatles were at the height of their fame programmes such as ready steady go and top of the pops dominated the television screen and england won the world cup in nail biting fashion against west germany at wembley for those of us who were around during this incredible year it still seems like yesterday but now fifty years later this collection of memories by bestselling author paul feeney will be enjoyed by anyone who lived through 1966

Behind the Gloss 2023-10-26 dressing up partying all night this is the world of 1970s fashion and this book is your backstage pass featuring over 25 exclusive interviews with the movers and shakers of the 70s scene including grace coddington zandra rhodes willy van rooy marie helvin pat cleveland elsa peretti and more behind the gloss lifts the lid on the hedonistic wild world of the 1970s they were the designers who dressed the rolling stones charlotte rampling and catherine deneuve the photographers who shot diana ross lauren hutton and jerry hall the fashion editors hairstylists and make up artists who worked with some of the most beautiful women in the world and they would change the fashion world forever featuring images sketches and polaroids exclusively sourced from the contributors archives behind the gloss tells the revelatory story of the decade of experimentation

Weekly World News 2005-08-08 rooted in the creative success of over 30 years of supermarket tabloid publishing the weekly world news has been the world’s only reliable news source since 1979 the online hub weeklyworldnews com is a leading entertainment news site

Model Systems in Biology 2022-08-23 how biomedical research using various animal species and in vitro cellular systems has resulted in both major successes and translational failure in model systems in biology comparative neurobiologist georg striedter examines how biomedical researchers have used animal species and in vitro cellular systems to understand and develop treatments for human diseases ranging from cancer and polio to alzheimer s disease and schizophrenia although there have been some major successes much of this translational research on model systems has failed to generalize to humans striedter explores the history of such research focusing on the models used and considering the question of model selection from a variety of perspectives the philosophical the historical and that of practicing biologists striedter reviews some philosophical concepts and
ethical issues including concerns over animal suffering and the compromises that result he traces the history of the most widely
used animal and in vitro models describing how they compete with one another in a changing ecosystem of models he examines
how therapies for bacterial and viral infections cancer cardiovascular diseases and neurological disorders have been developed
using animal and cell culture models and how research into these diseases has both taken advantage of and been hindered by
model system differences finally striedter argues for a big tent biology in which a diverse set of models and research strategies
can coexist productively

A Student Guide to Health [5 volumes] 2012-09-07 this comprehensive five volume reference set is aligned with the national
health education standards containing up to date scientifically based information on a variety of health and wellness topics
relevant to high school students a student guide to health understanding the facts trends and challenges provides straightforward
factual and accessible information about a multitude of health issues it is an essential reference set that provides high school
students teachers and administrators with a comprehensive health and wellness education resource that aligns with national
health education standards and common health curriculum this expansive five volume set is ideal for students research projects
highly useful as a resource for community college and public library patrons librarians teens and parents and is a suitable
supplement to any health education curriculum each chapter includes up to date evidence based information that provokes further
examination and encourages critical thinking to evaluate the validity of information encountered about health and wellness topics
each chapter provides an abundance of references and lists of resources for further information including books articles websites
organizations and hotlines special attention is paid to social trends that affect youth health and wellness such as bullying eating
disorders steroid abuse sexting and the peer pressure associated with drug use and abuse

Global Pandemic, Technology and Business 2021-12-28 this book presents an exploration of a wide range of issues in law
regulation and legal rights in the sectors of information protection the creative economy and business activities following covid 19
the debilitative effect of the global pandemic on information protection and creative and business activities is powerful widespread
and deeply influencing a range of uncertainties to these sectors the effects of the crisis challenge the fundamentals of the
legal systems of most countries in their attempt to govern them written by international academics from a diversified background
of law disciplines and legal systems this book offers a global vision in exploring the wide range of legal issues caused by the
covid 19 crisis in these fields the book is organised into three clear thematic parts part i looks at information protection and
intellectual property rights and strategies part ii examines contracts cooperation and mediation in the post covid 19 market arena
and part iii discusses issues pertaining to corporate governance and employment rights the book explores the unprecedented
challenges posed by the pandemic crisis from a global perspective it will provide invaluable information and guidance in this area
to those in the fields of law politics and economics whose interests are related to information business and the creative industry
as well as providing indispensable reading to business practitioners and public servants

Transgender: Anjali Lama 2017-01-12 it takes a lot of courage to actually stand up be yourself and do what you feel is right
particularly in a nepali community and on top of that when it comes to the transgender male and female to be considered as what
they are it was next to impossible anjali lama is probably the first who dared to go beyond the hypocrisy she took a stand for
herself and now she has the life of her own anjali lama nepal s first transgender model disregard of what the society said about
her what her family believed to actually be true for her she kept doing she felt was right and now she carved her own identity
which a very few people can do anjali was featured in various popular magazines and interviewed in several media since she
disclosed her identity recently a documentary movie about her life this is the first authorized biography of her amazing story

You Don't Own Me: How Mattel v. MGA Entertainment Exposed Barbie's Dark Side 2017-11-14 a hair raising account of a barbie
dreamhouse size jamjy and jamjy jill lepore the new yorker this provocative work spotlights the legal battles between
behemoth mattel and audacious mga over incredibly successful toys and the ownership of an idea law professor orly lobel deeply
researched this riveting story interviewing those involved to draw attention to the contentious debate over creativity and
intellectual property the book also explores female images and how we market cultural icons from the doll that inspired all american
barbie to the defiant anti establishment bratz the only doll to outsell barbie in any year

Marlon & Greg: My Life and Filmmaking Adventures with Hollywood's Polar Opposites 2022-02-18 nobody dealt with fame career
and family like these two they were great friends of mine for years and i worked with both of them on many projects writing the
screenplays that were to be their final starring roles marlon s film got made because he was marlon gerg s film was another story
entirely just as greg was marlon greg is the true story of two legends in their final years told by someone who was there in the
families and the film industry he was in the middle of a pair of grand lions who lived and made their exits on their own terms

Don’t Mind If I Do 2008-10-14 a longtime film television and stage performer offers his behind the scenes assessment of
hollywood in an account that also describes his relationships with high profile politicians

Bobby and Jackie 2009-07-14 the author of a woman named jackie and the georgetown ladies social club draws on intimate
sources to offer insight into the relationship between jacqueline kennedy and robert kennedy sharing details about an affair that
was an open secret for decades among family insiders

Londontown 2016-05-03 Londontown is a love letter in pictures to this bustling world capital photographer susannah conway takes
us beyond the familiar sights to capture an authentic local experience of the city readers will travel with her as she crisscrosses
London shooting all the hippest most exciting and most historic neighborhoods and sampling the city’s effortless cool vibrant street
life and timeless know how mixing signature polaroid shots with modern digital photos this insider’s slice of london life will appeal
both to those living half a mile from big ben and anglophiles anywhere

I Was Just Passing Through 2012-05-16 when i decided to write this autobiography a strange feeling overcame me wondering
why i should reveal my innermost and carefully protected memories that had lain dormant for so many years and expose them
now to the world however others kept encouraging me to share my saga of growing up during very difficult times in the world as
well as personal circumstances of instability in which i often felt like i was walking about in a haze jokes about blondes being
dumb might have applied at times but do blondes really have more fun i leave that to you dear reader to decide this haze finally
forced me to use an undeveloped creativity i never knew i had that led to amazing unexpected and unusual events and changed
the direction of my life completely my hope is that upon reading this no matter how difficult and unfair life is or may seem to be
such moments can serve as stepping stones that force us to become creative in making make a life that becomes more exciting
and worthwhile we have the gift of life and there truly is no time like the present to hope and achieve for something better
whether young or elderly some of my finest accomplishments took place later in life however this book would never have been
written without the help of others memories of loved ones who have passed on who taught and guided me out of a labyrinth of
despair at times will forever remain in my heart as my greatest treasures they are as live to me today in my memory as when
they were here

Mannequins 2020-10-06 before twiggy cindy crawford and gigi hadid mannequins were the supermodels of the fashion world
award winning author and photographer brandy isadora takes her readers on a visual journey exploring the fascinating history of
mannequins and the influential artists who created them

Little Book of Balmain 2023-10-12 good fashion is evolution not revolution pierre balmain one of the original big parisian couture
houses alongside the likes of dior and chanel pierre balmain reigned supreme over the 1950s fashion world with his spectacular
and intricate evening wear now in the twenty first century balmain’s ultra modern look still with the spirit of pierre is worn by the
likes of beyoncé kristen stewart kate moss and kendall jenner heavily embellished dazzling detail meets futuristic silhouettes for
an instantly recognisable look known for their strong social media presence driven by their balmain army of fans balmain holds a
unique position among the top couture houses today

Wild: The Life of Peter Beard: Photographer, Adventurer, Lover 2022-10-11 graham boynton’s wild is the definitive biography of
photographer peter beard a larger than life icon who pushed the boundaries of art and scandalized international high society with
his high profile affairs he was the original 20th century enfant terrible with the looks of a greek god who blazed like a comet
across the worlds of art photography and fame the scion of several old wasp fortunes he was by instinct an adventurer and the
more dangerous the escapade the better whether he was hunting big game in africa ingesting epic quantities of drugs or pursuing
the most beautiful women in the world among his friends were jackie onassis andy warhol and francis bacon when peter beard
died in 2020 after mysteriously disappearing from his montauk home he remained an enigma to even his closest friends journalist
and author graham boynton was a friend for more than 30 years spending time with beard at his bush camp in africa in london
and at his long island home from hundreds of boynton’s interviews with beard’s closest friends former lovers and fellow artists
comes this intimate portrait of a man sir mick jagger called a visionary
miscellany of music s fascinating facts stimulating surprises and other musicians who are quintessential different the role of the woman the lack of division between the arts dance design fashion imagination humour languages theatre and wit these her eclectic components shaped the borderless artistic landscape of cathy berberian into an ingenious philosophy herein elucidated illustrated and applied cathy berberian s due stature in the history of music has yet to be fully recognised and sufficiently appreciated

Listen to Your Life 2009-02-19 a better life is calling are you ready to answer consider the current state of your life your work your relationships your accomplishments are you in the place you d hoped or expected to be is this the best life you could be living or is something missing something you have not yet discovered or articulated that could lead you to the rich fulfilling life you desire fulfill your purpose decrease your stress expand your life in your spirit you know the truth you were born to walk a more fulfilling path where the definition of success is tailored to your unique gifts and talents author speaker and life coach valorie burton will help you find this path and step onto it with confidence in listen to your life you will discover powerful strategies and tools that will enable you to hear what your life is saying to you take action and finally live in the abundance of joy purpose and true success for which you were created

Identity Discourses and Communities in International Events, Festivals and Spectacles 2015-02-10 this collection focuses on the multi layered links between international events and identity discourses with a unique line up of international scholars this book offers a diverse range of exciting case studies including sports competitions music festivals exhibitions fashion shows and royal celebrations

Girl Mogul 2019-04-02 if you know an aspirational teen who s destined for the big leagues or if you just want to make sure you re doing everything right in today s weird economy girl mogul is the perfect book to help bustle welcome to girl mogul no matter who you are or where you come from this book can help you define success envision it and make it happen in school in your personal life and at work get ready to awaken all the awesomeness that is already inside of you you are fierce you are bold you are unique you are driven you are inspiring you are a girl mogul tiffany pham founder and ceo of mogul created one of the most successful platforms for girls worldwide reaching millions of people to enact true change in their lives after receiving thousands of emails asking for advice in girl mogul she speaks directly to teens and young adults sharing insights from her own life as well from the lives of the most incredible and inspiring women on mogul tiffany has proven that proven that with the right attitude the right people and the right vision there s nothing girls can t do an imprint book

American Legacy 2007 a dual portrait of jfk jr and caroline kennedy draws on personal interviews to discuss such topics as the assassination attempt on jackie kennedy while she was giving birth caroline s reclusive lifestyle and the unsettling results of john s and his wife s autopsies

Influencer Marketing 2020-11-29 this is one of the first textbooks to explore the phenomenon of influencer marketing and how it fits within marketing communications to build brands and their communities influencers those who can impact a brand s marketing and advertising strategies as well as build brand communities are making extensive use of the new digital and traditional communications platforms influencers offer brands the ability to deliver the right communication and marketing messages to a specific target audience across four core sections this book brings together the key theory and practical implications of this new marketing tool how it works as part of communications campaigns including how to select the right influencers and measure their success the dark side of influencer marketing and the legal and ethical framework with contributions from authors across the globe each chapter is also accompanied by an in depth case study from the kardashians to joe wicks that demonstrates how the theory translates to practice influencer marketing is important reading for advanced postgraduate and executive education students of marketing digital marketing marketing communications brand management and public relations with its accessible style and practical content it is also highly valuable for marketing communications branding and pr specialists

In Fashion 2010-08-10 if you ve ever dreamed of working at vogue photographing supermodels or outfitting celebrities in fashion will equip you with everything you need to know to get an in into fashion former beauty and fashion news director of harper s bazaar and editor in chief of seventeen annemarie iverson the outsider s insider knows just how to get noticed and stay on top in fashion is packed with her insightful tips along with advice from leaders at michael kors bergdorf goodman condé nast and more straightforward honest and insightful iverson has put together a book that will help you determine your best fashion career fit will providing a bird s eye view into the most elite fashion companies along the way you ll learn what school may be best for you as well as how to write a chic resume handle the pressures of a fast paced environment hone your skills to make you a success in
your ideal job and more the most comprehensive guide available for a notoriously competitive industry in fashion exposes all of its seams with plenty of details on what it’s like to work at dozens of of elite and cutting edge companies whether you’re just getting started or are considering a career switch in fashion offers all the resources you need to land your dream job in fashion

Your Pretty Face Is Going to Hell 2009-10-01 your pretty face is going to hell the dangerous glitter of david bowie iggy pop and I

Display! 2014-01-10 just about any librarian needs new ideas for dynamic topical library displays this new second volume offers ideas on a wide range of subjects including women of note news worthy events mother nature great moments in time prominent figures in history global cultures and more each display topic includes a comprehensive background discussion along with detailed assembly instructions an explanation of the genesis of the idea and suggestions on ways to adapt these designs to fit into larger spaces the author includes everyday items prized collectibles and authentic antiques in each of the 45 displays featured

Lunch with the FT 2013-03-14 from the very first mouthful lunch with the ft was destined to become a permanent fixture in the financial times one thousand lunches later the ft’s weekly interview has become an institution from film stars to politicians tycoons to writers dissidents to lifestyle gurus the list reads like an international who’s who of our times lunch with the ft is a selection of the best 52 classic interviews conducted in the unforgiving proximity of a restaurant table from angela merkel to sean p diddy combs martin amis to one of the arab world’s most notorious sons this book brings you right to the table to decide what you think of or world’s most powerful players

The Death of Right and Wrong 2004-06-29 if you believe children should be seduced into warped sexual behavior by the gay elite if you think confessed murderers should be set free by defense attorneys who know how to wield the race card if you feel promiscuous gay men should be empowered to spread aids and other sexually transmitted diseases don’t read this book but if you’ve always suspected that factions on the left are trying to destroy the values that define our civilization this book proves it through the pages of the death of right and wrong author activist and pundit tammy bruce takes you inside the chilling world of the left a place where morals and decency have been turned on their heads and the crisp distinction between right and wrong has been blurred into a mushy gray mess in this world the gay elite exploit our children under the guise of tolerance and education to satisfy their sexual obsessions in this world the black elite laud convicted murderers as community heroes and award winning artists in this world the feminist elite fawn over a woman who mercilessly killed all five of her children and much more that will offend your sense of decency and threaten your basic values ms bruce smashes the facades of tolerance understanding and other leftist slogans to reveal the ugly truth of their agenda as a gay activist and former president of the los angeles chapter of the national organization of women she witnessed firsthand the left’s attempts to undermine our millennia old code of morals and values aided by politically biased media and academia and if the news headlines of today are any indication they’re winning the culture war unless we act now we are doomed at the hands of special interest groups on the left who want nothing more than to undermine our ability to judge right from wrong in order to foist their own selfish anything goes society on the rest of us this book reveals what they’re doing how they’re doing it and what we can do to restore decency in our society you’ll discover powerful tools in these pages to help you understand the psychology of the left what makes them tick and more importantly how to stop them from eroding our values completely full of controversial opinions and countless examples ripped from the headlines the death of right and wrong is a powerful eye opening book that you won’t want to be without

Love Me Tender 2010-06-29 some of the world’s best loved songs have had remarkable origins had robert burns not heard an old man sing a quavering version of an ancient scottish country song we would never have had auld lang syne miss jane ross wrote down the tune she heard played by a piper at an irish village fair in 1855 had she not done so the rest of the world would not have heard danny boy marie antoinette heard a peasant nurse sing an obscure lullaby to her princely son the empress’s wife fought to save danny boy from being sung as a love song until 1896 when a music publisher paid her a small fee and ordered her to sing the song as a lullaby the song was then performed at the court made famous in the words of edward hopper’s painting americana a new song each week brought the world wider awareness of america these stories and many more are yours to read and relive as you discover over one hundred remarkable tales of how songs were born

Displays! 2014-01-10 inside this volume you’ll find a selection of the best display ideas as featured in your pretty face is going to hell the dangerous glitter of david bowie iggy pop and I display! just about any librarian needs new ideas for dynamic topical library displays this new second volume offers ideas on a wide range of subjects including women of note news worthy events mother nature great moments in time prominent figures in history global cultures and more each display topic includes a comprehensive background discussion along with detailed assembly instructions an explanation of the genesis of the idea and suggestions on ways to adapt these designs to fit into larger spaces the author includes everyday items prized collectibles and authentic antiques in each of the 45 displays featured

The Death of Right and Wrong 2004-06-29 if you believe children should be seduced into warped sexual behavior by the gay elite if you think confessed murderers should be set free by defense attorneys who know how to wield the race card if you feel promiscuous gay men should be empowered to spread aids and other sexually transmitted diseases don’t read this book but if you’ve always suspected that factions on the left are trying to destroy the values that define our civilization this book proves it through the pages of the death of right and wrong author activist and pundit tammy bruce takes you inside the chilling world of the left a place where morals and decency have been turned on their heads and the crisp distinction between right and wrong has been blurred into a mushy gray mess in this world the gay elite exploit our children under the guise of tolerance and education to satisfy their sexual obsessions in this world the black elite laud convicted murderers as community heroes and award winning artists in this world the feminist elite fawn over a woman who mercilessly killed all five of her children and much more that will offend your sense of decency and threaten your basic values ms bruce smashes the facades of tolerance understanding and other leftist slogans to reveal the ugly truth of their agenda as a gay activist and former president of the los angeles chapter of the national organization of women she witnessed firsthand the left’s attempts to undermine our millennia old code of morals and values aided by politically biased media and academia and if the news headlines of today are any indication they’re winning the culture war unless we act now we are doomed at the hands of special interest groups on the left who want nothing more than to undermine our ability to judge right from wrong in order to foist their own selfish anything goes society on the rest of us this book reveals what they’re doing how they’re doing it and what we can do to restore decency in our society you’ll discover powerful tools in these pages to help you understand the psychology of the left what makes them tick and more importantly how to stop them from eroding our values completely full of controversial opinions and countless examples ripped from the headlines the death of right and wrong is a powerful eye opening book that you won’t want to be without

Love Me Tender 2010-06-29 some of the world’s best loved songs have had remarkable origins had robert burns not heard an old man sing a quavering version of an ancient scottish country song we would never have had auld lang syne miss jane ross wrote down the tune she heard played by a piper at an irish village fair in 1855 had she not done so the rest of the world would not have heard danny boy marie antoinette heard a peasant nurse sing an obscure lullaby to her princely son the empress’s wife fought to save danny boy from being sung as a love song until 1896 when a music publisher paid her a small fee and ordered her to sing the song as a lullaby the song was then performed at the court made famous in the words of edward hopper’s painting americana a new song each week brought the world wider awareness of america these stories and many more are yours to read and relive as you discover over one hundred remarkable tales of how songs were born
day with work produced under its rubric all too often feeling tired or even downright lazy in its place whilst hazarding against an outright rejection of theory this book introduced by mieke bal presents work by a new generation of scholars responding directly to bal’s idea of the travelling concept by taking a concept from one discipline and with a genuine understanding of its origin thoughtfully applying this in a new context exciting new possibilities are opened up for analysis of artworks and other cultural objects here we find these travelling concepts employed in fresh explorations of subjects as diverse as the paintings of poussin and of adam elsheimer chantal akerman’s film the museum of the french revolution and the work of german jewish painter charlotte salomon this is a uniquely illuminating contribution to the edgy territorial conflicts between visual culture art history and cultural studies

Anti-Diet 2019-12-24 reclaim your time money health and happiness from our toxic diet culture with groundbreaking strategies from a registered dietitian journalist and host of the food psych podcast 68 percent of americans have dieted at some point in their lives but upwards of 90 of people who intentionally lose weight gain it back within five years and as many as 66 of people who embark on weight loss efforts end up gaining more weight than they lost if dieting is so clearly ineffective why are we so obsessed with it the culprit is diet culture a system of beliefs that equates thinness to health and moral virtue promotes weight loss as a means of attaining higher status and demonizes certain ways of eating while elevating others it’s sexist racist and classist yet this way of thinking about food and bodies is so embedded in the fabric of our society that it can be hard to recognize it masquerades as health wellness and fitness and for some it is all consuming in anti diet christy harrison takes on diet culture and the multi billion dollar industries that profit from it exposing all the ways it robs people of their time money health and happiness it will turn what you think you know about health and wellness upside down as harrison explores the history of diet culture how it’s infiltrated the health and wellness world how to recognize it in all its sneaky forms and how letting go of efforts to lose weight or eat perfectly actually helps to improve people’s health no matter their size drawing on scientific research personal experience and stories from patients and colleagues anti diet provides a radical alternative to diet culture and helps readers reclaim their bodies minds and lives so they can focus on the things that truly matter

Fashioning Models 2013-08-01 the fashion model’s hold on popular consciousness is undeniable how did models emerge as such powerful icons in modern consumer culture this volume brings together cutting edge articles on fashion models examining modelling through race class and gender as well as its structure as an aesthetic marketplace within the global fashion economy essays include treatments of the history of fashion modelling exploring how concerns about racial purity and the idealization of light skinned black women shaped the practice of modelling in its early years other essays examine how models have come to define femininity through consumer culture while modelling’s global nature is addressed throughout chapters deal specifically with model markets in australia and tokyo where nationalist concerns colour what is considered a pretty face it also considers how models glamorize consumption through everyday activities and neoliberal labour forms via reality tv with commentaries from industry professionals who experienced the cultural juggernaut of the supermodels the final essay situates their impact within the rise of brand culture and the globalization of fashion markets since 1990 accessible and highly engaging fashioning models is essential reading for students and scholars of fashion and related disciplines
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